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Why Health Intelligence?
Health Intelligence has always focused its predictive analytics products and services to ensure that the
information required to support the management of a patients care is delivered to the appropriate
healthcare professional.

Key Features & Benefits

• Seamless process of case-finding and then referring patients to appropriate interventions

• Unlimited number of intervention criteria can be deployed

• Can support any statistical algorithm required to identify risk score

• Cost profiles available to report on costs of clinical pathway

• Re-admission reporting to identify ‘revolving door’ patients

• ‘High Climbers’ report to confirm those patients whose risk is increasing

• Scenario modelling available to support planning of services

• Economic evaluation to measure cost-effectiveness of interventions and to ascertain sensitivity
for specific patient groups

Benefits to GP and Clinical Commissioning Groups

• Allows personalised care to individuals, whilst understanding the needs of their population

• Better management of high risk patients who are likely to be high service users in the future

• Pro-active disease management employing agreed clinical standards and protocols

Benefits to Providers of Healthcare Interventions

• Profiles the healthcare service needs of a population, informing future demand for services

• Easy identification of candidate patients for whom an intervention is appropriate

• Retrospective studies can be undertaken to measure the impact of interventions

Health Intelligence

Health Intelligence is a leading provider of services to assist NHS 
organisations manage Long Term Conditions and meet the efficiency targets 
set within the QIPP framework through an advanced secure browser 
based information management solution called HI Hub working over the 
NHS internal network, N3.

Derived from a complete population based perspective, HI Hub 
automatically and securely exports patient identifiable data from all GP 
clinical systems, which then validates, integrates and presents the data in 
various reports as required by Clinical Commissioning Groups, 
Commissioning Support Units, GP Practices and provider organisations 
and local authorities.

Established in 1996, Health Intelligence has worked in partnership with over
30 PCT/CCGs, 10 Hospitals and over 1000 GP Practices in delivering a
range of services, serving a total population of over 4 million patients.
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Statistical Modelling
Health Intelligence is agnostic with regards to statistical algorithms and our
Risk Stratification solution works with a wide variety of statistical risk
algorithms. 

The Combined Predictive Model is the default algorithm of choice and
predicts the likelihood of a person having an unscheduled hospital
admission within the next 12 months. 

Health Intelligence offers various reports in support of Risk Stratification
including:

• A monthly updated list to General Practice of people at risk 
of an unscheduled hospital admission.  This list is presented 
through the familiar tiered pyramid. GP’s can drill down into 
these cohorts of patients and filter by various headings:

• Risk score

• Hospital utilisation costs

• Number of admissions

• Number of Long Term Conditions

• Number of medication items

• High Climbers Report to identify those patients that are 
rapidly moving up the pyramid

• Re-admission reporting to identify ‘revolving door’ patients

• Cost Profiling: This is an incredibly powerful screen that 
allows the analysis of costs of patients in terms of hospital
care over a chosen time period. Filtering between Long Term 
Conditions and by type of episode is also available.

Threshold Modelling & Case Finding
Health Intelligence utilises threshold modelling in order to ‘case find’
patients. This allows specific rules to be applied across a population for
both demand management and scenario planning purposes.   It can be very
difficult to commission a service if you do not know the demand for that
service.

By applying threshold modelling in support of an intervention, all suitable
patients across the population will be identified.    Once the threshold
modelling is applied, we can then utilise statistical modelling to prioritise
the list.   The prioritisation will ensure the most suitable patients are referred
to maximise return on investment. 

“Just because a patient is identified as very high risk by a statistical algorithm
does not necessarily mean they are suitable for a particular intervention. By
applying thresholds ensures the most appropriate patients are referred to
services.”
Philip Kirby, Managing Director, Health Intelligence

Threshold modelling is run on an on-going basis to ensure any new patients
meeting the criteria for referral to the service are immediately identified. 

An example of threshold modelling:

Inclusion Criteria

Patients must meet all of the following referral criteria for a preferred service:

• Over 18 years of age and with a primary diagnosis of COPD, 
Heart Failure, Coronary Heart Disease or Diabetes

• One or more unplanned hospital admissions within the last 
12 months due to their Long Term Condition(s)

• Hospital inpatients stay of more than 15 days

Health Intelligence is supporting the Nuffield Trust in recalibrating the Combined Predictive Model. 
This new enhanced model will be available to all Health Intelligence customers.



Risk Stratification – Our Approach
Health Intelligence has a unique approach to Risk Stratification and offers a solution that covers all areas
of the QIPP Long Term Conditions work stream.   Health Intelligence encourages Commissioners and
General Practice to adopt a more holistic approach, rather than just focussing on ‘Risk Profiling’.

Our Risk Stratification & Case Finding module offers an end-to-end solution that will support
Commissioners and General Practice in: 

• Risk Stratification

• Case Finding for Integrated Care Teams 

• Systematising Self Care (Care Planning )

Our approach to Risk Stratification is built around five key areas:

• Statistical Modelling: Historical patient data is used to build a model that predicts future 
healthcare events or outcomes for individuals (Combined Predictive Model)

• Threshold Modelling: Customer defined inclusion criteria to identify patients and refer patients 
to a specific healthcare intervention

• Clinical Review: Patients are identified for clinical review to confirm their appropriateness 
for a specific healthcare intervention

• Service Evaluation: Health Intelligence partners with various academic institutes to offer a 
service where we can track patients throughout an intervention. This will allow 
commissioners to evaluate providers in regards to both financial and clinical outcomes

• Care Planning: Integrated across all health care sectors, this supports the development of
shared actions and goals, engaging patients to take a more active self-care role in
maintaining or improving their own health. 

Clinical Review & Block Referrals 
Health Intelligence recognises that clinicians know their patients and often
have softer information/intelligence about their patients e.g. that a patient
lives on their own and has no access to carers. By Case Finding, the
process of finding suitable patients is made quicker, thus providing more
time for clinicians to use their expert knowledge and experience to ultimately
decide if a patient is suitable for the intervention.

This approach ensures clinical buy-in to any referral process.

Health Intelligence offers a simple process for GPs to carry out block
referrals to intervention services. Once patients have been identified by case
finding , they are presented to the clinician to make a referral. This block
referral process ensures the most appropriate patients are referred to the
interventions in an efficient and timely manner. These lists can be ordered
by risk score or by hospital utilisation costs.

Evaluation of Services
Health Intelligence partners with various academic institutes to offer a
service by where we can track patients throughout an intervention.  This
service will allow commissioners to carry out an economic evaluation of an
intervention to measure cost-effectiveness and improvements in health
outcomes.

We are working with Birmingham University in implementing the CREDIBLE
algorithm for the prediction of bowel cancer.


